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Highlights of the Annual Conference,
Dallas, 1989

The business meeting of the Law and Political Science
Section was devoted primarily to committee reports. Marta
Lange reported on the two major projects of the Publica-
tions Committee : the newsletter and the section manual .
Two new features have been added to the newsletter : a
column on special collections, which first appeared in the
Spring 1989 issue, and a series of interviews with members
of LPSS. Coming in the Spring 1990 issue, is an interview
with the present chair of the section, Stephen Atkins. The
Committee is looking for more section members to inter-
view. Please contact Stephen Stillwell, CSIA Library, John
F. Kennedy School of Government, 79 John F . Kennedy
Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 .

Under the direction of Jan Spahr, some members of the
Publications Committee are writing a brochure describing
the section and its activities. The Publications Committee
would welcome ideas on where to distribute the brochure
once it is printed. Stephen Stillwell, Librarian of the Center
for Science and International Affairs, Harvard University,
takes over the chairmanship from Marta, following the
Dallas meeting .

Marta Lange, who in addition chaired the 1989 LPSS
Program Committee, reported on the program which had
as its focus public opinion polls . The evaluation responses
showed that half of the attendees were not members of the
Law and Political Science Section . Overall, the audience
responded favorably to the range of speakers, which
included an academic, a librarian and a practitioner .
Stephen Atkins informed the section that the 1990 program
is shaping up nicely . The topic is "Arms Control and
Disarmament: Sources and Resources ."
The program will feature speakers from the Institute for
Peace, which is creating a database on this topic .

The Committee on Bibliographies has made consider-
able progress in its work . Judy Solberg reported on its ac-
tivities. Her report is on page 6 of the newsletter . Charles
Spornick completed the triennial section review, which is
due at ACRL headquarters in September.

Joan Howland, who is a member of both the Law and
Political Science Section and the American Association of
Law Libraries, reported on AALL activities . She noted that
over one hundred AALL members also belong to LPSS .
The majority cannot attend both the AALL and ALA
conferences and therefore tend not to be active in the
section. Joan noted that AALL's Committee on National
Legal Resources has prepared a draft report on the dissemi-
nation of legal information beyond the legal community
and is looking into the relationship of law librarians to
colleagues working in other settings. LPSS will continue to
encourage the strengthening of this relationship .

Natalie Schatz, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
Tufts University
Medford, MA .

LPSS COMMITTEES

The Publications Committee facilitates communication
within and about the Section and its activities through the
Section newsletter. Committee members review and plan
newsletter content, review and establish newsletter poli-
cies, solicit/submit articles, book reviews, and other
pertinent information of interest to Section members, and
assist the editor in the production of the newsletter .

The Publications Committee revises and distributes the
Section manual annually. The manual facilitates the job of
Section officers, committee chairs and members by organiz-
ing key information about ACRL and LPSS .

The Publications Committee also investigates other ave-
nues of publishing open to the Section and assists the
Section and its committees in finding appropriate areas for
publishing projects that have been approved by the LPSS
Executive Committee .

The Program Committee plans and organizes the
Section's Annual Conference Program . Committee mem-
bers review past program topics and formats, choose a
timely topic of interest to Section members and also to a
broad spectrum of ALA members, recruit the best available
speakers on the chosen topics, present the program in the
most appropriate format, and evaluate the program based
on responses from those who attend .

The Review and Planning Committee is currently study-
ing the implications of the ACRL Strategic Planning Task
Force report as a guide for future Section activities. This
report is a plan to foster the growth of academic and
research librarianship and to enhance the ability of aca-
demic and research libraries to serve the library and
information needs of current and potential library users .
Once every three years the Committee prepares a Section
Review document to be submitted to the ACRL Planning
Committee.

The Committee on Bibliographies works on strategies
for better communication with publishers and vendors in
the field of law and political science . It plans the writing
and publication of bibliographies that will be of value to
academic libraries. See page 6 for a report of the
Committee's recent activities .

The Nominating Committee prepares a slate of officers
for the section . It works to recruit the best possible nomi-
nees for section office .

Law and Political Science Section News (ISSN 0885-7342) is published
twice a year by the Law and Political Science Section of the Association of

College and Research Libraries, a division of the American Library
Association at 50 E . Huron St., Chicago IL 60611 . Tel . 1-800-545-2433 .

Editor: Natalie Schatz, Edwin Ginn Library, The Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155 . Subscription

price: $3 .00 per year . Available from ACRL .
Copyright: c American Library Association, 1989 .



CLPSS COMMITTEE VOLUNTEER FORM)
LPSS is seeking volunteers for committee assignments for the 1990-92 period . Committee
appointments necessitate attending mid-winter and annual meetings . Appointments are
normally for two years .

Name, Title, Institutional Address :

Number of Years as Member of ALA	 ACRL	 LPSS

ALA or ACRL Committee Assignments:

LPSS Experience (Committees, Offices) :

LPSS Committee Preferences (Please indicate priority) :

Law or Political Science Background/Interests/Publications :

Signature :

Date:
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/Please return to :
Stephen Atkins
Sterling C . Evans Library
Texas A & M University
College Station, Texas 77843
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The Numbers Game: Public Opinion
Data and Libraries

Highlights of the LPSS Program at ALA-Dallas, June 25,1989

Professor Susan Herbst of the Department of Communi-
cation Studies at Northwestern University spoke on the
history of public opinion and how the concept of public
opinion has changed over the years . Her premise was that
by studying public opinion in the past we can determine
whether or not we are improving the quality of public
policy debate and can thereby increase opportunities for
citizen political participation today .

Professor Herbst traced forums of public opinion begin-
ning with the salons of Paris in the 18th Century, where
heated debates were attended by philosophers, writers and
artists to "test out new ideas" or to find out "what their
contemporaries were thinking" . The king also sent his own
representatives to listen to the discussions and report back
to him .

The salon hosts decided whom to invite and what topics
might be discussed. Therefore, this avenue for self expres-
sion and public opinion was only available to the elite in
society. While our current method of public opinion has
been democratized by opening it up to the people on the
street, it has also been constrained by the lack of debate on
issues, because pollsters decide what questions to ask and
how to ask them.

Professor Herbst thinks that public opinion polls are not
used to form public policy . Instead political leaders often
either ignore polls or use the data from them to understand
political attitudes they wish to control .

John M. Weekley, president of Weekley/Gray/McKin-
ney, Inc., a private polling agency, spoke from a practicion-
er's perspective . He felt that public opinion polls have a
definite place in society and that nearly all decisions of a
public affairs nature are the result of public opinion,
whether the results are used for marketing research or for
public policy formation .

Many of the polls he designs are meant to allow citizens
to provide more input into the formation of public policy .
One such poll included open ended questions to allow
people to express what they valued about Dallas city
services.

Mr. Weekley said that not only formal polls are used .
Before he designs a survey, he will "hang out" in a neigh-
borhood and listen to people talking to find out what the
issues are .

He felt that it is the responsibility of our leaders to tell
the public why an issue is important and to convince the
public of its importance. Our leaders should not be tied to
polls and therefore paralyzed by them .

The final speaker was Jim Jacobs, a Data Services Librar-
ian at the University of California, San Diego . He is re-
sponsible for the selection, acquisitions, processing and
service of data in machine readable form . He deals with
the actual data on computer tape which results from public
opinion polls .

Mr. Jacobs outlined eight possible levels of service that
can be provided by libraries, depending upon their re-
sources . The levels include :

1. Passive referral services . At this level, reference
questions on Machine Readable Information (MRI) are
treated no differently from any other reference question .
However, some additional reference source may be re-
quired to provide referrals to vendors or to other library
collections .

2 . Active educational and referral services . This level
adds user education and promotion of library services to
make users aware of the existence of information in ma-
chine readable form .

3. Cataloging machine readable information on campus .
Often there are MRI collections on campus in the computer
center, data archive, etc ., but no list for these collections
exists. The library can offer to house and maintain the
collection codebooks .

4. Providing data consultation services . This service
includes identifying datasets which are appropriate for
user's information needs and then helping them to use and
understand the technical documentation .

5. Purchasing MRI. Service at this level requires collec-
tion development decisions, (such as which formats to pur-
chase) and cataloging decisions (such as what level of
bibliographic access will be provided) .

6. Archiving MRI already on campus .
7. Providing minimal computing services . This level

could include tape maintenance and preservation, data
verification (analyzing new acquisitions for format and
readability), and creating data subsets for special uses .

8 . Providing information products and data
analysis services .
Mr. Jacobs pointed out that not many libraries would

ever provide service beyond level 4, which is not very
different from providing reference service to census data .
What libraries do provide depends upon the skills, training
and services available on campus . Important skills neces-
sary to expand services in this area include marketing,
collection development, preservation, and computing .

Mr. Jacobs discussed many sources that provide access
to the public opinion data, many of which are included in
the following bibliography. He also discussed the availa-
bility of online databases that contain the complete texts of
all questions asked or used in surveys or polls . These are :

POLL (Public Opinion Locating Library)
Contains the complete texts of all questions asked in

over three thousand polls held by the Roper Center for
Public Opinion Research .
For more information about access to POLL, write Roper
Center, P.O . Box 440, Storrs, CT 06268 .

"VARIABLES"
This database includes the complete texts of all ques-

tions used in about one hundred and sixty surveys held by
the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social
Research (ICPSR) .

Caroline Tibbetts
Universi of Delaware Library
Newark, E



Public Opinion : Sources of Data Research
There are hundreds of polling organizations in the

United States, including : major television networks,
newspaper publishers, marketing research firms, universi-
ties and non-profit organizations . Most organizations issue
their polls as press releases which may be available on
subscription . Some, like Gallup and Harris, also publish
polling data in indexed cumulations . This guide is a
general guide to Public Opinion Research sources .

OPINION POLL ORGANIZATIONS
Gallup Poll: Public Opinion . 1978-, Wilmington, DE :

Scholarly Resources, Annual . Published annually, the
Gallup Poll has a very good index in each volume, and the
response data from the surveys are arranged chronologi-
cally so that one can locate surveys that correspond to
world events. Provides the date the question was asked
and analyzes the results according to age, race, sex,
political affiliation, etc .

Gallup Report . Princeton: American Institute of Public
Opinion, 1967- , No. 185. In-depth coverage of selected
topics in journal format . Tables often include polling data
spanning a range of years .

Harris Survey Yearbook of Public Opinion . New York:
Louis Harris and Associates, 1970- . Published monthly,
but not as well indexed as the Gallup Poll . Researchers
must check each monthly issue to find the data desired .

PERIODICAL INDEXES
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature . [Cumulated],

1900- NY: Wilson, 1905-., vol . 1 . Offers general coverage of
references to public opinion information. Indexed very
generally and broadly .

Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin . (P.A.I .S .)
Ist.annual cumulations, NY: Public Affairs Information-
Service, Inc, 1915-, vol . 1 . Indexes public opinion poll
sources including journals on the science of public opinion
research. Provides narrow subheadings for specific topics
such as "Reagan-Public Opinion" .

Sociological Abstracts. Vol . 1, no. 1, Nov. 1952-, Socio-
logical Abstracts . Indexes research articles on the sociology
of public opinion research .

SURVEY RESEARCH - LEADING JOURNALS
Journalism Quarterly

Micropolitics
Political Behavior

Political Communication and Persuasion
Political Psychology

Public Opinion
Public Opinion Quarterly

SURVEY RESEARCH - GUIDES
Altschuler, Bruce E . Keeping a Finger on the Public

Pulse: Private Polling and Presidential Elections . Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press, 1982.

Backstrom, Charles H . Survey Research . 2nd ed. New
York: Wiley, 1981 .
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Cantril, Albert H ., Ed . Polling on the Issues . Cabin

John, MD: Seven Locks Press, 1980 .
Nimmo, Can D ., Ed . Handbook of Political Communi-

cation . Beverly Hills : Sage, 1981 .
Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences .

Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1976- . (A series of concise
methodological guides .)

Walden, Graham R. "Public Opinion Polls : A guide to
Accessing the Literature ." Reference Services Review .
16:4,65-74,1988 .

STATISTICAL INDEXES
American Statistics Index . (ASI) 1973-, Washington,

D.C . : Congressional Information Service, Annual with
monthly supplements . An indexing and abstracting service
for statistical publications of the federal government . Use
ASI to find polling data that may be included in U .S. gov-
ernment publications.

Statistical Reference Index . (SRI) 1980-, Washington :
Congressional Information Service, Annual with monthly
supplements. Like ASI, except that coverage is of statistical
publications of state governments and the private sector .
Data from Gallup, Harris, and other polling agencies are
represented .

NEWSPAPER INDEXES
Newspapers are major resources for polls and have the

advantage of being more widely accessible than the publi-
cations of polling organizations . Many polls first appear as
press releases which get picked up by the news media .
Some prominent newspapers sponsor their own polls .

New York Times Index. Vol. 1,1913- , New York Times
Co., Semi-monthly with annual cumulations . Publishes the
NYT/CBS News Poll among others .

The Official Washington Post Index . Vol. 1, no . 1, Jan .
1979, Woodbridge, CT: Research Publications, monthly
with annual cumulation. Publishes the Washington Post/
ABC Poll, among others.

PUBLIC OPINION INDEX
American Public Opinion Index . 1981-, Louisville :

OpinionResearch Service. Indexes public opinion surveys
of roughly 60-70 polling organizations . Public opinion data
is made available in a companion microfiche "library" . The
only index of its kind, it is a major resource in this field .

DATA ARCHIVES
Inter-University Consortium for Political Social Research

at the University of Michigan . Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Collects data on primaries, conventions, candidates,
election studies, election returns, public opinion, counties
and cities, Congress, etc . For holdings of the Consortium,
consult the Annual Guide to Resources and Services .

International Survey Library Association . Roper Center,
P.O. Box 440, Storrs, CT 06268 An archives of survey data
of educational and other non-profit organizations, the
Roper Center holdings include data from over 10,000
public opinion surveys .

Caroline Tibbetts, June 1989
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Introducing the Committee on Bibliographies

The Committee on Bibliographies is the youngest com-
mittee of the Law and Political Science Section. It was
initially formed to discuss the relationship of publishers
and vendors to librarians in the fields of law and political
science . Members of the section were concerned about the
indexing quality of reference materials. An ad hoc commit-
tee was appointed to discuss this problem . After initial
discussions, the section decided there was a need for a
standing committee to address this issue .

The committee began with great enthusiasm and had its
first meeting at the annual conference in New Orleans in
1988. The scope of the committee at its initial meeting was
defined as 1) establishing communications with publishers
and vendors of reference materials; 2) publishing bibliogra-
phies; and 3) developing materials to be used for library
instruction . Committee members immediately began to
work on these projects .

As a vehicle for communicating with publishers, the
committee has decided to review indexes in the fields of
law and political science . These reviews will be published
in the LPSS Newsletter and a copy will be sent to the
appropriate publisher with a cover letter to explain the
project . In the future, we hope to invite publishers to
section meetings to discuss particular concerns .

The committee has compiled two core lists of indexes,
one for law and the other for political science . A set of
criteria to use for evaluation has ben drafted . Committee
members are experimenting with the criteria and expect to
approve a standard version at the Midwinter meeting . The
first draft review was presented at the Dallas meeting this
summer.

Committee members are also very interested in design-
ing instructional materials . A pathfinder for political
science has been completed and will be evaluated at the
Midwinter meeting. Committee members brought library
instruction materials to share with one another at the
Dallas meeting. We hope to make instructional materials
available to the larger library community through LOEX
and by publication in the LPSS newsletter .

The Committee on Bibliographies is an active working
committee of the Law and Political Science Section . We are
open to new members. If you are interested, please contact
Stephen Atkins, Sterling C . Evans Library, Texas A & M
University, College Station, Texas 77843-5000

Judy Solberg, Chair
R. Lee Hornbake Library
University of Maryland
College Park, MD

The Bookshelf
Barbara Burg, Editor; Widener Library, Harvard University

I
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Snarr, Neil and Associates, Sandinista Nicaragua Part
I: Revolution, Religion and Social Policy . Ann Arbor, MI
Pierian Press, 1989 . 188 pp . $40.00. ISBN 0-87650-255-9 .

Stultz, Newell Maynard, South Africa: An annotated
bibliography with analytical introductions . Ann Arbor,
MI : Pierian Press, 1989. 191 pp . $40.00. ISBN 0-87650-
254-0 .

Resources on Contemporary Issues, a new bibliographic
series published by Pierian Press, examines social, eco-
nomic, environmental and political issues . Each volume
offers several useful features, including analytical chapter
introductions, a glossary, a chronology of events and 800 to
1,000 annotated citations . Previously published volumes
include Protectionism and the American Farm Crisis .

The volumes under review cover both important and
timely topics - Nicaragua since the overthrow of the
Somoza regime in July 1979, and South Africa since the
Sharpeville massacre in 1960 .

Sandinista Nicaragua is one of the few English language
bibliographies on Nicaragua and apparently the only
monograph-length bibliography devoted almost entirely to
the revolutionary regime. The only other recent biblio-
graphic volume, Nicaragua (edited by Ralph Lee
Woodward, Clio Press, 1983), is a wide-ranging work,
covering topics such as history, geography, and even flora
and fauna . However, it includes only a few dozen entries
on the Sandinista revolution .

The compilers of Sandinista Nicaragua have done a
commendable job of tracking down a huge number of
sources, ranging from anthologies on Latin America to
government documents issued by the Nicaraguan Health
Ministry . In addition, the bibliography contains many
citations of monographs and pamphlets published by U .S .
political and church-related organizations, literature
seldom indexed in bibliographic sources .

Nevertheless, this compilation is regrettably marred by
an occasionally heavy-handed pro-Sandinista bias . To be
sure, it is not surprising that many of the contributors who
have lived in Nicaragua both before and after the Revolu-
tion are sympathetic to the current regime . The issue is not
ideology per se but the failure of some compilers to include
entries, as stated in the preface, "representative of what is
available and representative of all ideological positions ."

Thus, entry 7 .138, for example, cites Bernard
Nietschmann's article (which incidentally does not appear
under the author's name in the index) in Policy Review and
claims that "the author has published profusely and



indiscriminately, ranging from anarchist magazines to State
Department propaganda collections." The next entry
attacks the "author's polemical denunciations", charging
that Nietschmann "is sometimes more militant that the
armed Indian organizations themselves ." Another citation
states that "Freedom House's right wing political attack on
the Sandinistas strays far from reality."

Annotations which present polemical arguments insult
the intelligence of students and researchers seeking fair and
concise information; ad hominem attacks on authors only
reflect badly on the compiler .

Although the compilers preemptively apologize for in-
advertent omissions, it is nevertheless still surprising that
Robert Leiken's critical article on the Sandinistas New
York Review of Books, December 5, 1985) which evoked a
widely-publicized controversy, is not cited in this bibliog-
raphy .

Despite the occasional problems of polemical annota-
tions and the omission of a few important works, it must be
noted that the bibliography does, for the most part, offer
fair and non-critical coverage of the anti-Sandinista litera-
ture .

As briefly noted earlier, the indexes could be improved .
While articles in anthologies are indexed, the anthology
editors and book titles do not appear in their respective
indexes. In addition, annotations that cite other entries are
not cross-referenced .*

Although Newell Stultz's bibliography shares some of
these same indexing problems, South Africa avoids the
gratuitous polemics of the Sandinista bibliography . Pre-
sumably a critic of apartheid, Stultz nevertheless does not
inject his political viewpoint into his informative and
concise annotations . The bibliography presents an eclectic
range of English language sources on such topics as
politics, government and race relations in South Africa . In
addition, the compiler includes citations on some vital and
fascinating topics such as feminism, health care and
bilateral relations with India, Canada, Japan and other
nations. Finally, the volume provides an excellent survey
of reference sources on South Africa .

Aimed primarily at university students, this bibliogra-
phy will also be useful to general researchers seeking sub-
stantive articles not indexed in general periodical indexes.

Apparently, only two other English language book-
length bibliographies on South Africa have appeared in
recent years : South Africa's Foreign Relations, 1980-84 : a
selected and annotated bibliography (South Africa Insti-
tute of International Affairs, 1984) and American-South,
African Relations, 1784-1980 (Center for International
Studies, Ohio University, 1985) . Newell Stultz's bibliogra-
phy provides a broad focus on the major issues confronting
this strife-torn country. Highly recommended for public
and university libraries .

* Since the compilers plan to issue a second volume, it is
hoped that some of these problems may be corrected .

Donald Altschiller
Cambridge, MA
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Ethics, Government and Public Policy : a Reference Guide .
James S. Bowman and Frederick A . Elliston, eds. New
York: Greenwood Press, 1988. 341 pp. $55.00 ISBN 0-
313-25192-4 .

With the American political scene blighted with scan-
dals and beset with concerns about the conduct of public
officials, this book could not be more timely . One reason
we find ourselves in an ethical muddle, the introductory
essay asserts, is that the long-standing movement to
professionalize the civil service and bring scientific man-
agement concepts to government has pushed aside political
ethics as a central concern. Contemporary students of
political science and public administration have trouble
fitting political ethics into their analytical frameworks .
This book is a step toward remedying this situation . It
brings together perspectives from social science, law,
management, and philosophy to this complex subject .

The book is in four parts, each with from two to four
essays. Part One reviews analytical approaches to political
ethics. Ethical dilemmas and standards of conduct of
public servants are the focus of Part Two . Part Three
examines the theme, "Techniques and Methods in Ethical
Policy-Making," in various contexts, including risk analy-
sis, the role of the ombudsman, and equal opportunity/
affirmative action legislation . Part Four looks at systemic
issues in ethics and public policy from four perspectives :
professionalism and expert knowledge in the public
service; the use of statistics and probabilistic reasoning in
government decision making; waste, fraud and abuse in
government; and the making of moral choices in foreign
policy. A concluding essay provides an overview of ethics
and public policy and puts the American experience in an
international perspective .

This book would be especially useful to students in need
os some scholarly background to the continuing public
controversies regarding political ethics . It would be a good
place to begin examining the theoretical, historical, and
comparative perspectives that scholars have to offer . Most
of the essays review relevant literature and all are followed
by substantial bibliographies-giving some justification to
the subtitle, "A Reference Guide." As a work of contrib-
uted essays addressing the ethics theme in a range of
public policy issues, the book covers far more ground than
is encompassed in the two subject headings, "Political
Ethics" and "Political Ethics-United States." But inade-
quate subject access is often a problem in such works . An
extensive index is included .

Ronald J . Heckart
Institute of Governmental Studies Library
University of California
Berkeley, CA

Please note on page 5 of your April, 1989 LPSS News,
that Ronald Heckart wrote the article about the Institute of
Governmental Studies Library . The article was attributed
to Carolyn Tibbetts who is the editor of the Special Collec-
tionstions column .



Sanchez, James Joseph . Index to the Iran-Contra Hear-
ings Summary Report . Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 1988.
82 pp. $19.95 ISBN 0-899-950356-X.

The title of this slender volume is somewhat confusing .
It is more than an index to the GPO's Report of the Con-
gressional Committees Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair .
In addition it indexes the New York Times edition of the
Committee Hearings as well as four critical works . The
critical works are: Jonathan Kwitny, The Crimes of Patri-
ots, Jonathan Marshall, The Iran-Contra Connection, Leslie
Cockburn, Out of Control, and Bob Woodward, Veil: the
Secret Wars of the CIA, 1981-1987 .

By contrast, an earlier index, also authored by Sanchez
and published by McFarland, Index to the Tower Commis-
sion Report, 1987, indexes only the popular paperback
edition of the Report published by Bantam Books .

Law and Political Science Section News
ACRL/ALA
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611-2795
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Since we had only the official versions of the two reports
in our library, I could not check the indexing in the popular
editions. The indexing in the sources I was able to check
was quite accurate . The index (actually a concordance)
should be very useful to anyone researching this topic,
since the official report and at least one of the other sources
contain only Tables of Contents and no indexes . It is
necessary to read the section "Using the Index" in order to
know how to interpret the codes used in the index . Any-
one studying the Iran-Contra affair should find this a
helpful work to locate entries by subject in several sources .
Recommended for depository libraries that receive Con-
gressional documents and other libraries that have the
popular versions and other books cited above .

Janet E. Spahr
Government Documents Librarian

Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA
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